Knowledge Box 9
Best European Crowdfunding
Platforms

There are many ways to get the financing your startup needs. From business
angels and accelerators to banks and investor funds. But overall, there is
another way that has increased in popularity over the last 10 years:
crowdfunding. It’s easy to manage, can reach thousands or even millions of
people and if you're lucky, you could end up with more money than you thought
you'd raise at the beginning of the campaign. But… where should you start?
What’s the best website to ‘seduce’ your potential investors? Let us help you
with a brief list of the best European crowdfunding platforms.
By the way, if you want to learn more about crowdfunding, don’t forget to read
this useful information from the European Commission.

COMPANISTO
Germany

Companisto is an investment platform that enables you to invest in growth
companies and startups online. There are no minimum investments or hidden
fees.
1. You choose in which startup or growth company you invest.
2. As an investor, you will receive a share in the company's profits or fixed
interest payments.
3. The entire investment process takes place online and requires just a few
minutes of your time.

DEREV
Italy

Derev is the crowdfunding platform to fund creative and innovative projects for
the community. Friends, supporters and thousands of fans have contributed
more than € 5 million to the campaigns of Derev, financing and realizing the
most useful ideas, fascinating and engaging.
Derev is the perfect place to experience ideas and test a product, receive
feedback and suggestions, collect preorders and acceptances, gaining visibility
and finding investors, partners or producers.
Since Derev was launched in 2013, over 20,000 users have funded the projects
presented on the platform with more than 3 million Euros. Also at this time,
thousands of ideas are becoming reality thanks to community support.
In 2013, the European Parliament and Microsoft have included Derev between
Digital Democracy leaders, while last year 1,800 journals, books and websites
have spoken of Derev and 75 college students have analyzed our experience in
her thesis.

GOTEO
Spain

At first glance, Goteo is a platform for civic crowdfunding and collaboration on
citizen initiatives and social, cultural, technological and educational projects.
Goteo has replicas and alliances in several countries, thanks to its open source
code as well as the awards and international recognition it has gathered since
2011. It is a tool for generating resources ‘drop by drop’ for a community of
communities consisting of over 65,000 people, with a funding success rate over
70%.
But in reality, Goteo is so much more. There is a nonprofit foundation (with
consequent tax advantages for donors) behind the platform, and a
multidisciplinary team developing tools and services for cocreation and
collective funding. Our commons mission is tightly linked to principles of
transparency, progress and societal improvement.

KISS KISS BANG BANG
France

KissKissBankBank is a crowdfunding plateform which helps you raise funds to
realize your ideas and projects.
Our first interest is to create an alternative space dedicated to creativity,
innovation, solidarity and entrepreneurship. If you have a vision and courage, if
you are creative, artist, humanist, inventor, explorer, filmmaker, journalist,
designer, athlete, environmentalist, your project will find its place on
KissKissBankBank.
Our second aim is to give the public the possibility to choose the ideas and
projects that will shape the future beyond the mainstream trends.
Thus KissKissBankBank gives the opportunity to Project Creators to ask
support from the public, their social networks or friends in a creative
environment that legitimates their action. We also provide a legal and fiscal
framework that brings trust and legitimacy to the relationship between Creators
and Contributors.  Even more, we provide all the hitechbuteasytouse tools
for creators and public to interact around the projects and beyond
KissKissBankBank. * You will live from the inside the groundbreaking change
Internet brings in the creation and innovation spheres: the mutation of the
relationship between creators and their environment and the consecration of an
actor with a new role in this game: YOU.

CROWDCUBE
United Kingdom

Established in 2011, Crowdcube is the world’s first and leading investment
crowdfunding platform, where a community of likeminded people pool their
money and knowledge together to back startup, early and growth stage
businesses. Crowdcube gives everyone the opportunity to become ‘armchair
Dragons’, building upon their own investment portfolio and supporting British
businesses.

